
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior production coordinator. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior production coordinator

Regularly communicate project status, deliverables and expectations in
meetings
Attend and actively participate in all weekly and project-based Status and
Creative Review Meetings
Proactively inform Manager of projects, initiatives and key issues
Perform maintenance to work orders including added operations, rework
orders, divided orders, Troubleshoot router issues as appropriate
Support other Operations needs as requested
Central point of contract for other departments (marketing, digital,
programming ) – manage job requests, provide and monitor budgets, liaise
between clients and creative team
Support and ensure the proper functioning of all production line equipment
Researches suppliers for sourcing replacement parts
Performs essential traffic tasks across the content supply chain for video,
print, web, graphic content and internal production deliverables and
applicable cross-functional workflows

Qualifications for senior production coordinator

A passion for VFX and/or Animated Features

Example of Senior Production Coordinator Job
Description
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High school diploma or GED required, along with 5 years related work
experience
One Year of demonstrated proficiency operating digital On Demand
production high volume printers (Xerox, Canon or Konica models) and/or
floor model mailing inserters (Pitney Bowes, Bell and Howell or Neopost)
Experience utilizing software programs such as MS Word, Excel, Adobe,
QDIRECT Print Que Management, Print Shop Mail (mail merge sw), Rediprint
and AIMS (insert sw) for 2D bar codes closed loop technology
Demonstrated proficiency to edit and manage image content to mail merge
an address file in MSEXCEL along with adding variable data drops onto
sensitive and confidential communications (PHI) using software such as Print
Shop mail or Rediprint


